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And to the West?

A Happy New Year Is Not In The Picture

By destroying Trust, the warmonger Western “leaders” have committed their unsuspecting peoples to 
war with Russia

“The confessions by Merkel and Hollande are a formalization of betrayal.” — Konstantin Kosachev,
Russian Federation Council

Why would Merkel and Hollande make such damning confessions?  Perhaps the reason is having
fallen for the West’s propaganda that Ukraine armed with US weapons is winning the war with Russia
Merkel and Hollande have decided to take credit for the victory.

Russia Trusted the Satanic West and Was Taken to the Cleaners with the Minsk Agreement

https://www.rt.com/russia/569222-hollande-merkel-minsk-ukraine/ 

As these two articles make clear, Russia and the cause of peace were badly served by negotiation:

https://original.antiwar.com/mcgovern/2022/12/29/biden-reneged-now-russian-army-will-talk/ 

https://www.unz.com/mwhitney/mercouris-something-big-is-on-the-way/ 

“The behavior of Washington and others this year is the last warning to all nations: there can be no
business with the Anglo-Saxon world because it is a thief, a swindler, a card-sharp that could do
anything…. From now on we will do without them until a new generation of sensible politicians comes
to power… There is nobody in the West we can deal with about anything for any reason.” — Dmitry
Medvedev, Russian National Security Council and former President of Russia
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Other analysts are now saying what I have been saying for years.  Here is John Mearsheimer:

“The Russians are not going to roll over and play dead. In fact, what the Russians are going to do is
crush the Ukrainians. They are going to bring out the big guns. They are going to turn places like Kiev,
and other cities in Ukraine into rubble. They’re going to do Fallujas, they’re going to do Mosuls, they’re
going to do Groznys …. When a great power feels threatened…the Russians are going to pull out all
stops in Ukraine to make sure they win. …You want to understand that what we are talking about doing
here, is backing a nuclear-armed great power– that sees what’s happening as an existential threat–
into a corner. This is really dangerous.”

And it was insouciant Americans who allowed Warmonger Democrats to steal a presidential election
and commit the world to war.
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